**Tom Marshall’s Weekly News, February 8, 2010**

**Thomas T. Ackerman, (1940–2010):** Tom Ackerman of Waretown, New Jersey, died on February 3rd in the Deborah Heart & Lung Hospital in Pemberton, New Jersey, with complications from pneumonia. An extremely generous bachelor, he was a “charter member” of the Marshall Steam Team from its inception in 1997. Many of our members will remember his Stanley Model 740 brougham, a maroon four-door car with enclosed body. With this car and some of his young friends, to whom he taught the magic of steam power, he attended many of the Eastern Steam Car Tours. Since he had such an attachment to young people, and they to him, he was often on the committee that selected the recipient of the Young Driver Award at each of these tours.

Barely a teenager himself, he was attracted to the Stanleys owned and operated by the late Robert Wallach, who lived but a few miles away. Tom would stand and observe until he was old enough to be invited to ride in one of Mr. Wallach’s cars. Some years later, he was able to acquire his beloved Stanley brougham.

In 1970, shortly after the death of my father, I entered our newly restored 1912 Model 88 Stanley Mountain Wagon in the Brass and Gas Tour held at Laurance Rockefeller’s new Woodstock Inn in the Vermont town of the same name (we paid $22 daily for our room; I requested a rate this past December and found that it is now $319 off-season). I wanted to drive to and from, and I invited Tom Ackerman to be my passenger. We had some trouble, and we both learned a lot. He was invaluable help in keeping us on the road. The Weekly News of May 22, 2006, describes this trip in some detail. To review briefly some highlights: En route to Woodstock, at Matamoras, Pennsylvania, we spent nearly 24 hours hunting steel balls and placing them in the crossheads of the engine (the old ones fell out and got lost), and immediately after arrival at Woodstock a day later, we spent the next 30 hours removing the balls altogether and, with the help of Harland Whitcomb and a Ski-Tow manufacturer in Woodstock, replacing them with bronze slides. After enjoying the last three days of the tour, we started for home in a drenching rain, and when the skies cleared as we reached the Hudson River, wind gusts up to 50 M.P.H. crossing the new bridge at Kingston caused us the next problem. Remembering that January day in 1956 when wind ripped off the top of our other Mountain Wagon on the Benjamin Franklin Parkway in Philadelphia, I yelled to Tom to climb over the seats and unfasten the hooks where the back curtain fastens to the last seat, all while we were traveling across the bridge (we could not stop) in high wind. He scrambled over seats, luggage, and tools and performed his task successfully, and the top was spared.

Tom loved traction engines and anything old that was run by steam, and he was one of the most active volunteers at the Rough & Tumble Engineers Historical Society at Kinzers, Pennsylvania. He owned at least one such engine and kept it there. Although he never took credit, it was he who arranged to have their big boiler fired up and engines running when our Steam Car Tour visited Rough & Tumble on June 21, 2007. For the week of the annual Threshermen’s Reunion each August, Tom would camp on the grounds (as do many) and help wherever he was needed. Even though steam was his love, one year he worked in the kitchen all week, as they were short-handed there. He always helped others with their problems, ignoring his own.

A highway maintenance supervisor for Ocean County (New Jersey), Tom worked hard all his life. We understand he was cremated and had requested that his ashes be thrown into the firebox of his beloved traction engine during the Spring Steam-Up at Kinzers on May 8, 2010.